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Six Fragments from the Yale Collection1

Despite their fragmentary condition, each of the following texts contains one or more
points of interest.

1. Petition to the Royal Scribe

P. Yale inv. no. 1531 18.5 x 9.5 cm. After AD 161
Plate V

This light-to-dark brown papyrus is complete only at the bottom. It is broken along an an-
cient fold at the left and irregularly at the right; the straight oblique line at the top suggests very
strongly that the papyrus was divided in modern times between two finders, and if so the upper
part may well be found in another collection. It was purchased in Egypt in 1933; its provenance
unknown. The back was reused for an account. On the front, a few easily recognizable formu-
laic expressions indicate that about half of the text has been lost at left and right; the loss at the
top is indeterminable. The hand is a medium sized, rather crabbed upright. Diaeresis regularly
appears over initial iota and upsilon, and there are occasional spaces left between letters.

In the usual reverse order, the document consisted of the end of a letter (lines 1-5) citing
the rulings from prefects and the emperor, followed by the petition (lines 6-20) to the basili-
kos grammateus of the Hermoupolite nome, to which those rulings pertained. The petitioners
are three priests of "Isis, Souchos and the co-templed gods" at a shrine that qualified as lÒ-
gimon flerÒn. They protest that they have been assigned to a liturgy of physical labor, possib-
ly the dike corvée, from which priests of their category were exempt. Details of the, text and
interpretation are discussed in the line notes below.

––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––
]moi prÚ bÆmato! éji[
]  ≤gemÒnvn lexy°ntvn t«n `[
] ka‹ eÈ!ebe!tãtou %eba!toË ÉAntvn¤n[ou

4  t]å d¤kaia to›! flereË!i katå tØn ¶mfu[ton aÈtoË
 ] Ímç! boulo`` vac. [

N.    ba!i]lik“ grammat(e›) ÑErmopol(¤tou) vac.  [
parå     N. ] mhtrÚ! Xen ````rio! ka‹ ÉInar≈outo! `[

ka‹ ]bio! mhtrÚ! Ta@th!  t«n g++=; ==; ; épÚ k≈mh!  [
8 ] ÖI!ido! ka‹ %oÊxou ka‹ t«n !unnã[vn ye«n

]tetagm°nh! §p¤ !e diatãjev! k[
Íp]¢r logim«n fler«n mÆdÉ e‰nai  [

 ]hrgã!a!yai éllå érgur¤vn log[
12  ]`fa! katå tÚ énagka›on prot`[

Ípo]mnhmati!y°ntvn tå énÆko[nta

1 We wish to express our gratitude to the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library for permission to
publish these papyri.
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] Ípãrxein ≤m›n d¤kaia [
]`nai ˜pv! dunhy«men e[

16 ]um°nou! Íp¢r tÊxh! ka‹ dia[mon∞!
 M]ãrkou AÈrhl¤ou  [````` `]`[

[ ]             [
]```` ]  `[

20 ]````    [
–––––––––
4 #ma! pap. 6 grammat/ pap. ermoupol/ pap. 7 Ûnar pap. 8 Û!ido! pap. 10 Ûervn
pap.   14. #parxein pap.    16 #per pap.

1 prÚ bÆmato!: for occurrences of b∞ma (= tribunal, usually of the prefect, but occasionally lesser offi-
cials) see the evidence collected and analyzed by P.J. Sijpesteijn, Studi in onore di Eduardo Volterra, vol. II
(Milan, 1969) 327-331. See also J. D. Thomas' comments in his Epistrategos II 131-132.

2 ≤gemÒnvn lexy°ntvn: cf. P.Oxy. 899.25: k°kritai ÍpÚ t«n katå kairÚn ≤gemÒnvn, discussed
by Thomas, Epistrategos II 133, note 143.

3 ka‹ eÈ!ebe!tãtou %eba!toË ÉAntvn¤n[ou: not a dating formula (in which the only superlative em-
ployed is m°gi!to!, translating maximus) but as the context suggests, a reference to an imperial pronounce-
ment. The expression would originally have included more than one laudatory epithet, e.g., yeiotãtou] ka‹
eÈ!ebe!tãtou. ÉAntvn¤nou suggests Antoninus Pius which places the pronouncements between 138-161.

4 katå tØn ¶mfu[ton: "in accordance with his [or your] innate [generosity]" or sim. Cf. P. Oxy.
2131.7 (a petition of AD 207): t∞! §mfÊtou !ou– – –dikaiodo!¤a! or BGU 11.2065.19-20: katå tØn
¶mfuton aÈtoË [eÈ]erge!¤an.

7 Xen```rio!: possibly XenyoÆrio!.
9 ÖI!ido! ka‹ %oÊxou ka‹ t«n !unnã[vn ye«n: cf. Lex. Theonym. s.v. While both Isis and Souchos

are regularly found co-templed with other gods, this combination is not otherwise attested. The center of Sou-
chos worship was the Fayum, where he is frequently linked with Aphrodite (cf., e.g., P. Col. I 50.28 note).It
is noteworthy that this petition is addressed to the royal scribe of the Hermoupolite nome, the location of
which is some distance from the Fayum.

10 ]tetagm°nh! §p¤ !e diatãjev!: §pi]tetagm°nh! or sim. The language is curious; the meaning is
probably "the imperial decree enjoined upon you (sc. the scribe to execute).

11 ]hrgã!a!yai: initially traces seem to suit h better than ei. Read ]hrgã!a!ye?

This could refer either to the performance of the dike convée or to the cultivation of g∞ ba!ilik∞ (see P.
Bak. introd., = YCS 10, 200-203). See J.A.S. Evans YCS 17 (1981) 263ff. for liturgies performed outside of
the temple.

érgur¤vn log[: the priests apparently paid an adaeratio (see Wallace, 140-143; P. Lund 4).

15-17: Cf. P. Bak. 19,21-22, a similar request against enforced labor, which concludes with the request
that the priests not be required to work away from their village: efi! tÚ dÊna!yai ≤mç!– – –tå! t«n ye«n
yrh!ke¤a! poie›!yai geinom°na! Íp¢r te diamon∞! Kur¤ou ≤m«n– – –AÈrhl¤ou Éantvne¤nou (AD 171). This
suggests that our text might be, e.g., ˜pv! dunhy«men §[pitele›n (or sim.) toÁ!– – –poio]um°nou! Í-
p¢r tÊxh! ka‹ dia[mon∞! toË Kur¤ou ≤m«n M]ãrkou AÈrhl¤ou [.

2. Complaint?

P. Yale inv. no. 1609 9.5 x 12.2. cm. After AD 4/5
Plate VI 1)

This is a dark brown papyrus with a blank upper margin of 2.5 cm. and a small right margin.
Both left side and bottom have been torn away. Writing is along the fibers; the back is blank
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The hand is a medium sized upright, rounded quasi-uncial, showing ligatures only from tau and
lambda to a following letter. There is a more cursively written addition above line 8, in the
same hand. A pecularity, the purpose of which remains unclear, is a commalike stroke at the
end of line 8 and a rather more slanting version of it after ßka!ton in line 9; in the latter in-
stance it may be intended as punctuation. In line 5 a deletion is indicated by heavily inked paren-
theses, instead of the more usual crossing out.

What remains of the text suggests that the document was a complaint about properties
which the writer had let on annual leases since the 34th (?) year of Augustus.

. . .

1 ]````[``]vno! Larei!a¤ou t«n kato¤kvn
flpp°vn yu]gãthr mou Nikãrion vn `t``````ib (éroÊra!) per‹ Ker-

per]‹ tÚn Keme!koÊfio! ÉIbi«na t∞! ênv toparx¤a!
4 per‹ Kerkem]oËnin §k toË F¤lvno! klÆrou éroÊra! t°!-

!ara! ]e tÚn Keme!koÊfio! ÉIbi«na _êlla!´ éroÊra! ©j
]`am°nhi taÊta! §xvr¤!yhi efi! toÁ! t∞! ênv x≈-
]ei épÚ toË ld (¶tou!) Ka¤!aro!

8 ra! ]ì! ka‹ diami!y« katÉ ¶to! !Án to›! loipo›! mou´
] §niautÚn ßka!ton.  ı d¢ ge[it]ni«n ta›! §n t∞i

]ar!i §k toË`[````]tou ka‹ éph[
]``[ ]````[

––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––
–––––––––––––
1 Read Lari!a¤ou 2 ib/ pap. 5 (alla!) pap. 6 The ! of tauta! appears to have
been corrected from another letter, perhaps i Read §xvr¤!yh  7 ldÒ pap. 8 mou)
pap. 9 ekaston/ pap.

Upper margin: there are traces of two or three letters or signs, which L. Koenen suggests may be a num-
ber (: e` + in his tentative reading of the photograph). He observes: "For such numbers in the upper margin
which presumably count the documents or copies see, e.g., P. Oxy. 3487 (: w), P. Turner 17 (z), P. Mich. inv.
## 86 (w), and 87 (< b—) While all these examples are documents issued by Oxyrhynchite banks, the praxis of
numbering documents was probably in wider use. P. Soter. 7, an agoranomic receipt of prepayment of rent
from Theadelphia, is similarly marked as h +; and this number might serve a similar purpose, although the editor
explains it as the the 8th day of the month (cf. line 2).

1 Larei!a¤ou: the only other occurrence is in SB 5. 7632r, int. 4 from Hermoupolis 159/8 BC.

2: Possibly œn ktãomai ib (éroÊra!).
Ker-: obviously part of a village name, probably also Kerkemounis (cf. line 4).

3, 5: The name Keme!koÊfio! is new. The following word, which designates an ibis shrine is often used
as place name, or part of a place name. Cf. WB s.v. and P. Tebt. II Appendix II (p. 380).

4 per‹ Kerkem]oËnin §k toË F¤lvno! klÆrou: the kleros is known from PSI 4.320.10, where it is lo-
cated in the upper toparchy, and P. Oxy. 2.277.3-4 (19 BC). On kleroi in general, see F. Uebel, Die Kleru-
chen Ägyptens unter den ersten sechs Ptolemäern (Berlin 1968), who provides examples of some kleroi of
seven arouras in the second century BC and others of five, ten and twenty arouras as early as the mid-third cen-
tury (P. Cairo Zen. 59715, P. Petrie III 100 (a) and (b), P. Cairo descr. 10282, SB 6285, P. Gurob 18: 254228
or 209/ 8 BC). See also the table in Ancient Society 5 (1974) 128.
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6: An incorrect iota adscriptum appears on §xvr¤!yhi, but not on diami!y« below, line 8.

9-10: ta›! §n t∞i [ênv toparx¤ai éroÊrai! t°!!]ar!i or sim. Cf. above, line 4.

10-11: éph|[li≈tou or sim.

3. Circular from the Prefect

P. Yale inv. 1599 18.5 x 9 cm. AD 238-244 or later

This is a pale yellow papyrus, written along the fibers and complete only at the top. The
back is blank. The first hand wrote a narrow, upright "chancery" script of the early third century
(see G. Cavallo, Aegyptus 45 [1965] 216-49 for examples and an analysis of the type). the sec-
ond hand is no less professional, but smaller, slanted and less elegant.

The original document, from which only a series of disjointed phrases survives, con-
tained a circular from the prefect of Egypt regarding a tax hitherto unknown to us (see below
line 7 and note). Appended to the circular (lines 12ff.) was the text of an official letter to the
city of Alexandria, which appears to have been cited as authorization for collection of the tax.

]!trathgo›[!] ka‹ ba[!il]iko›[! grammateË!i
 ÉAr!in]o[¤to]u vac.

k]a‹ tå [toË kr]at¤!tou ÑHrvdianoË
4 ]nta [mã]li!ta Íp¢r toË flervtãtou tam[e]¤[ou

]v! ka‹ t«n §m«n dehy∞nai grammãt[vn
]tvn efi! tå pentaki!xe¤lia tãlanta Íp[

 !unt°]leian toË diaju!¤mou t°lou! poi∞!ai [
8 é]llå paraut¤ka ka‹ ¶rgon em[

§p]‹ t“ pemfy°nti §pi`[
 efi!e]n°gkete lÒgoi! ti[

]gh! Ípot°taktai. vac. [
12 (m2) Ka¤!]aro! Mãrkou ÉAntvn¤ou Gor[dianoË

]``[`]`evni AÈrÆlio! B[
 ÉAlejan]dr°vn xa¤rein [

e]È!ebØ !unt°leian t[oË diaju!¤mou t°lou!
16 ]lhma §p‹ t“ katoi[

]loÊmenon diajÊ!i[mon t°lo!
]`menon ımo¤v[!

]``vi [
––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––

––––––––
10 gÉk pap.

1-2: The plural !trathgo›[!] suggests that the text should read ı de›na] !trathgo›[!] ka‹ ba[!il]iko›[!
grammateË!i | (ÑEptå) nom«n ka‹ ÉAr!in]o[¤to]u. Compare, e.g., P. Oxy. XII 1408.11.

3: Since the epithet krãti!to! (= egregius) was applied to a considerable number of officials in the pro-
vincial administration, Herodianus is not easily identifiable. If he was an epistrategos, he could have held office
either just before or just after Kleogenes, who is attested in office on 23 AD 241 (Thomas Epistrategos II #71).

7 (and 17): The new word diajÊ!imo! is presumably an adjective formed from the noun diãju!ma, which
denotes filings, scrapings, shavings. clippings, chips or shreds (so LSJ s.v. diãju!ma); in a specialized sense
it also denotes the fluting (i.e., the gouged out) part of a column. The nature of a tax linked to any of these
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senses is not obvious. However, the underlying verb, diajÊv, can mean to tear up or cross out (so Steph.
Lex.) which suggests the possibility that diajÊ!imon t°lo! was a tax or fee paid for the cancellation of a con-
tract on file in a public archive.

11: tÚ ént¤grafon t∞! toË de›na §pita]g∞! or sim.

13 AÈrÆlio! B[: traces suit beta or kappa; Aurelius Basileus was prefect of Egypt in AD 242-245.

4. An Official Letter

P. Yale inv. 1592 8.3 x 6.0 cm. About AD 267

This is a rectangular scrap written along the fibers in a hand assignable to the third century;
it was folded twice vertically and the back is blank. No margins survive; the text breaks off at
the closing: ¶rrv!o remains, but no signatures.

It is a fragment of an official letter mentioning an epistrategos named Faustus (see
Thomas, Epistrategos II 191, 206) and imperial decrees, but no context remains.

––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––
]dhn[

]``` athnd[````]`a[
] tÚ ént¤grafon```[

4 ] ≤gemÒno!  vac.   §dokima! ````[
]!tikou! t«n êllvn éme¤nou! [
]late FaÊ!tvi t«n §pi!tratÆgvi [
]etei to›! kriye›!in ÍpÚ toË yeoË [

8 ]``per‹ toÊtvn.
¶rrv!o

––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––

6 FaÊ!tvi t«i §pi!tratÆgvi: two epistrategoi with this name are recorded for the Roman period:
Vedius Faustus, who held office between 157/8 and 162 (Thomas #45), and Aelius Faustus, who is known to
have been in office on 16 March 267 (Thomas #77). On palaeographic grounds this document is more likely
to belong to the period of Aelius' tenure.

7 to›! kriye›!in ÍpÚ toË yeoË: these are decrees of the emperor, on which see N. Lewis RIDA 3O s. 25
(1978) 261-78, and cf. W. Turpin BASP 3-4 (1981) 145-160.

5. Report of Proceedings

P. Yale inv. 1530 11.5 x 11.0 cm. In or after AD 138

This is a dark brown papyrus, incomplete on all sides, written in a professional hand which is
a forerunner or an early example of the "chancery" style. Writing is along the fibers, and the back
is blank.

This is a fragment from the minutes of a hearing, presumably before the prefect, which
offers two points of interest. Line 6 contains the first mention to date of an epistrategos kãtv
x≈ra!, a term which was, according to Strabo (1.2.23 and 17.1.4), an alternative designa-
tion of the Delta region (cf. also chorae inferioris in CIL V 7870 = ILS 6762). Line 8 refers
to a letter of the nomikos Ulpius Dioskourides, his third occurrence in papyri, where he is ap-
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parently consulted as an expert in the realm of family law and inheritance that applied to the
non-Roman population of the province. Thus, in a matter that arose in the prefecture of
Servius Sulpicius Similis (AD 107-112), a letter from him to an ex-strategos who had con-
sulted him on a woman's claim based on her mother's marriage was read out (PSI 450, 36-
47). In the present document, there is reference to a letter of his dated in year 3 of Hadrian.
Lines 11-13 appear to state that the property of a person who dies childless and intestate goes
to his brothers (cf. Taubenschlag, Law2 187). The third document, a Berlin papyrus (P.
Berol. inv. 9579) kindly communicated to us by Z. Borkowski, also relates to a disputed in-
heritance and shows him still active in the prefecture of M. Petronius Mamertinus (AD 133-
137). On nomikoi in general, cf. R. Taubenschlag, Law2 518.37n and P. Col. VII 174, in-
trod. p. 168; Taubenschlag's list of nomikoi in Opera Minora II 161-165 (= Festschrift F.
Schulz II 189-192) is useful but out of date. For a detailed discussion of similar hearings, see
R. Coles, Reports of Proceedings in Papyri (Pap. Brux. 4, 1966).

––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––
]d°xe!yai.  ÉApoll[≈nio!] =Ætvr pro!°yh[ken
] kayolikÒn §!tin ka‹ oÈk êkriton. §ån går `[
] diatãgv!¤ tina ka‹ mØ fyã!ante! otoi `[

4 ]v!i, ofl toÊt_oi´vn uflo‹ oÈk efi!°rxontai §p‹ t[Øn klhronom¤an
ÉI]!id≈rou =Ætoro! énagnÒnto! §fÉ ımo¤ou[
]vno! genom°nou §pi!tratÆgou Kãtv X≈r[a!
]i!mÚn §p‹ toË g (¶tou!) yeoË ÑAdrianoË tÒtÉ ¶xoi `[

8   OÈlp¤o]u Dio!kour¤dou nomikoË §pi!tolÆn.  ye[
 =Ætv]r t«n per‹ %enkÒttaron épekr¤nato: ·na [

]`alÒgƒ.  fhm‹ ˜ti %enkÒttaro! ¶gracen t[
]` ˜ti §pån êtekno! époyãn˙ KÒt[

12 aÈ]toË efi! toÁ! édelfoÁ! §paneleÊ[!etai
  ét°knou ka‹ é]diay°tou époyanÒnto! aÈt[oË

]kata``[
––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––

––––––––––––––
8 epi!tolhn ye[ pap. 9 Ûna pap.

1 =Ætvr pro!°yh[ken: cf. Coles, Reports 41-44, especially 43 (1). The earliest dated example that
Coles cites of a hearing using the combination of pro!°yhken and épekr¤nato (below line 9) is AD 128.

2 kayolikÒn: cf. MChr 80 II 45, 85.5 and P. Mich. inv. 148v, col. iii 8 and note (ZPE 27 [1977] 128 =
SB XIV 12139). The sense is surely that the matter is one of general interest for which a precedent—§ån
går—has already been established.

4 §i!°rxontai: it is possible to read either ei! or ep here.

5 ÉI]!id≈rou =Ætoro!: a rhetor so named occurs in a proceeding of the 12th year of Hadrian (P. Oxy. II
237 vii 21).

6 ]vno! genom°nou §pi!tratÆgou Kãtv X≈r[a!: the name of the epistrategos is not known. For a
discussion of the administrative region referred to as Kãtv X≈ra!, see Thomas, Epistrategos II 33-34, 36-37,
41-42 and 91.

7 ]i!mÚn: while the phrase §j Ípomnhmati!m«n is common in proceedings, the singular points to a refer-
ence to dialog]i!mÒn, the prefectural assizes of the 3rd year.
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tÒtÉ ¶xoi `[: the letters are clear and suggest tÒtÉ ¶xoi!`[ ín or sim. For the second person form com-
pare MChr. 80 II 35, 44.

9 épekr¤nato: see above, line 1 note.

%enkÒttaron: the name is unattested, though names formed in Cen- are common, and the form
KÒttaro! occurs, see NB.

10 ]`alÒgƒ: a low horizontal trace suggests that the word is ka]talÒgƒ.

11 Kot[: either t[ or p[ will suit, e.g., KÒt[taro! or Kop[r∞!.
11-12: The apparent sense is "If Ko`[ dies childless, his property will devolve upon his brothers.

6. Report of Proceedings

P. Yale inv. 1600a back 15.0 x 5.0 cm. About AD 85?

This is a very narrow strip of papyrus with only the lower margin surviving; upper and both
side margins are now missing. The hand is an informal upright, quickly written and often liga-
tured. Writing is across the fibers. The front contains traces of a few letters written in a large
informal round hand.

Little remains of the document on the back except portions of three names: each name
occurs several times, always in the nominative, always at the same location in the line, prob-
ably at the original left edge, followed by a slight gap. The name ]toniko! is followed by the
designation rhetor (lines 6?, 14, 17), which suggests that this is a report of proceedings, but
the remains are too slight to reconstruct a context. A rhetor Aristonikos is known from P.
Flor. 61, of AD 85 (= MChr. II 80). The handwriting of this fragment, which is a type
assignable to the end of the first century AD, supports the identification. Note that the format
of P. Flor. 61 is similar to this papyrus, but the handwriting is not the same. For formats of
early proceedings, see Coles, Reports of Proceedings 29ff. and 38-9.

––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––
]h tina loip[Ún
]ou épom[
]vnio! d[

4 ]thn aÈtØn [
]ya dimo[

 ÉAri!t]Òniko! `[
]`ptai _kat´ ÅdiaitÄ[

8 ]maxo! afit[
]rthi oÈ le[

ÉAri!]tÒniko! eu[
]  pefuteÊyh[

12 ]maxo!  kat[
]etai går §n th[

 ÉAri!t]Òniko! =[Ætvr
]!a énhlvk[

16 ]`≈nio! `[
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 ÉAri!t]Òniko! =Æt[vr
––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––  ––

–––––––––––––––
9 le or m[    14, 17. = pap.

3 ]vnio!: the same name occurs again in 16. There the traces suggest that either ÉAm]m≈nio! or ÉApo]l-
l≈nio!would suit. A rhetor named Apollonios occurs in the previous document; if that is the same man, he
will have had an active career of some 30 years or more.

5 d¤mo[iron or sim.?

8 ]maxo!: presumably another name. Lysimachos or Antimachos would suit.

The City University of New York Naphtali Lewis
Stanford University S.A. Stephens



TAFEL V

P.Yale inv.no. 1531: petition to the royal scribe



TAFEL VI

1)

1) P.Yale inv.no. 1609: complaint?


